Abstract-This paper propose a new type of Fuzzy CSP(Constraint Satisfaction Problem) that have a mixture of discrete and continuous domains, and a Spread-Repair algorithm. In traditional CSP and Fuzzy CSP, values for the variables are chosen from the discrete domains. However, this is often inconvenient when one wants to express real world problems. We show that this model, called HDFCSP(Hybrid Domain Fuzzy CSP), can be solved by Spread-Repair, an extension of the well known iterative improvement algorithms. Experimental results on some test problems show that the algorithm actually has an ability of finding partial approximate solutions with high probability in a computation time much shorter than the traditional, discretedomain FCSP.
I. INTRODUCTION
CSP(Constraint Satisfaction Plobrem) [1] is a powerful tool for solving various problems based on constraints among variables. However, traditional CSP is too simple to formulate real world problems. In order to settele this situation, many of research on CSP has been done, and FCSP(Fuzzy CSP) is also one of them. Constraints of FCSP are represented by fuzzy relations.
In traditional CSP and FCSP, the variables take values on discrete and finite domains. Generally the problem in such a discrete system belongs to NP-complete or NP-hard. On research of the latest AI, general approaches to solving such combinatorial search problems are iterative improvement algorithms using heuristics. However, many problems taking a continuous value also exist in the real world, which have been treated in the mathematical programming that contains linear programming.
In this paper, we propose a new technique that allows variables to have a mixture of discrete and continuous domains. We show that this model, called HDFCSP(Hybrid Domain Fuzzy CSP) can be solved by a new algorithm SpreadRepair, an extension of the well-known iterative improvement algorithms.
This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we show traditional CSP and hypergraph. In Section 3, we define a HDFCSP model extended the classical FCSP. In Section 4, we develop a Spread-Repair algorithm for solving HDFCSP. In Section 5, we present experimental results on some test problems. Finally, in Section 6, we summarize this work.
II. CONSTRAINT SATISFACTION PROBLEMS
CSP has so far contributed to formulization of scheduling, planning etc. Scheduling astronomical observations on the Hubble Space Telescope [12] and deciding frequency assignment of a cellular phone [8] are famous examples.
CSP is defined by a set of variables
that taking values on discrete and finite domains
under a set of constraints A constraint network can be represented by a graph, where each node represents a variable and the edges are constraints. The primal graph can express only binary constraints. However, a hyperedge can represent non-binary case (Fig.1) . A hyperedge connects with 2 or 3 nodes or more, a graph which has such a hyperedge is called hypergraph. It can be correspondence of ternary CSP and terms of graph theory, adjacent, neighbor etc. Generally an efficient and complete solution method does not exist on discrete system contain CSP. The increase of computation time is exponential according as the scale of the problem when you might want to search the solution one by one. However, the previous work on CSP algorithms have been advanced so that an approximate solution can be obtained in realistic time in many cases. There are two methods as solution methods of CSP. One of them is a complete search approach in which a partial assignment to the variables is incrementally extended. In contrast to it, it is known that approximate iterative improvement search method using heuristic is obtainning high performance. For example, on the n-queens problem, the method quickly finds solutions to the one million queens problem [6] . In this paper, HDFCSP quickly search an approximate solution using such a heuristic repair method.
III. EXTENDING CLASSICAL FCSPS
This section describes extending FCSPs by introduction of discrete and continuous domains. It is possible to bring in continuous optimization methods partially by using continuous membership-function for representing fuzzy constraints.
A. Fuzzy CSP
FCSP is an extension of classical CSP, and the constrains are replaced by fuzzy constraints, and it is a kind of optimization problems. A fuzzy constraint C k is represented by a fuzzy relation, and the membership funcution µR k is defined as follows:
µR k :
with the total order in real numbers, and it is the degree of satisfaction.
The fuzzy AND C k ∧ C l of two constraints C k and C l is a fuzzy relation R k ∩ R l whose scope is S k ∪ S l , and the membership function defined as follows.
is a projection that is restricted variables which are containd within a scope S to an assignment of v. Fuzzy AND of each constraint, a degree of satisfaction of the FCSP is defined as follows.
The minimum degree of satisfaction of each constraint is defined as degree of satisfaction C min of FCSP, that is,
where supposing that
Additionally, an optimal solution is defined as a solution that contributes maximum degree of satisfaction. It follows that, solving FCSP is optimization problem which is defined as searching an assignment v that is maximizing minimum degree of satisfaction of constraint(C * ). The objective function is defined as follows.
However, considering only equation (5) doesn't improve violation except C * . When applying real world problems to FCSP.
B. Hybrid Domain FCSP
Generally, domains of CSP and FCSP are defined by finite and discrete sets, we can generate a complete search tree. However, the solution of traditional CSP or FCSP can not be derived when its domains of variables are as follows:
i. very large sets, ii. continuous, iii. mixture of continuous and discrete.
In this paper, we propose a new technique called Hybrid Domain Fuzzy CSP(HDFCSP) that allows variables to have a mixture of discrete and continuous domains.
HDFCSP is an extension of FCSP. The domains of HDFCSP are unions of closed intervals defined as follows.
The closed interval [l j , u j ] whose lower and upper bounds are 
IV. SOLVING HDFCSP
In the previous work on FCSP algorithms, there are Branch and Bound [3] and neural network [5] , [11] . In consequence of domains of variables in HDFCSP contain continuous interval, it is impossible to generate a search tree. As a means to make a finite combination, there is a sampling method. However, if the domain is boundless, a highly sampling unnecessary extends the search domain, then if the accuracy is insufficient, we can not find a high quality solution. Moreover, although the mathematical programming technique is acquiring the practical solution method by limiting the form of the membership function expressing restrictions, it has the negative side for the artificial intelligence-sense of worth in which we do not want to make an expressional flexibility into a sacrifice if possible. At the same time, we propose a method that select only a promising candidate at high speed, without simply sampling at even intervals.
A. Spread Repair Algorithm
In this section, we describe an algorithm named Spread Repair as a method to solve HDFCSP. This method is approximate means with iterative improvement, then there is no guarantee whose solution is the global optimal solution. The equation (5) is applied to this method as performance function, and only the value of one variable shall be changed at once. In Spread-Repair algorithm, the transition from the current state of variables to the following state recurrently is performed iteratively (Fig.2) . If we can't repair C * by changing the value of variable at once, the state of HDFCSP shall be called semilocal optimal solution. Additionally, if we can't repair every constraint at once without a decrease average of satisfaction degree, the state shall be local optimal solution, and then assignment of variables shall be local optimal solution. SpreadRepair algorithm predominantly consists of the following three parts, and SpreadRepair() is called by main program.
SpreadRepair():
Every turn, the algorithm try to repair C * . In initial value, Y and X are list of all of variables, and V is scope of C * .
RepairOneOf(V ):
The variable which can improve C * most among set of a variable V is chosen. If lapses into local optimal, the target of changing the value is spread to neighbor, and recursive call is performed. If a set of uninvestigated variables Y = φ, the assignment of X is local optimal solution. Repair(i): Calculating optimal assignment of x i . The return value of getMaximalValue() and getIntersection() are added to list T .
In this method, the possibility of break out of semi-local optimal solution is produced by changing value of that variables around C * has strong influence to C * . Additionally, spreading is performed recursively, then it means that improve constraints other than C * . This gives increase average of satisfaction degree defined as follows:
Spread-Repair algorithm is a type of Hill-Climb(Steepest Descent), then there is no assurance that the increase equation (7) . Though, experience shows that is. Realistically to increase average of satisfaction degree is important matter [2] , [3] , [4] . This advantage is one of the big features of Spread-Repair algorithm. "Spread-Repair" means signs that the object of an improvement spreads (Fig. 3) . The alogorithm stops when it becomes impossible to improve all constraints. Various researches are done about the method of break out of local optimal, and the annealing method and the mutation in a genetic algorithm correspond to this. 
function Repair (i) //return the locally optimal assignment to x i T ← φ C ← a set of constraints relating to 
B. Computation of Candidate Neighbors
In improving w-ary constraint C * , the scope S * of C * has w elements, assignment of S * influences the degree of satisfaction of C * . The Spread-repair algorithm changes assignment of the single variable at a time.
In the paper, we propose the algorithm that determine an assignment of a variable more speedy and high-quality than the method that extracts continuous domains. In searching the variable which will be changed, the cost of computration time is linear to w, we should just check the satisfaction degree of C * after change the value of each element of scope S * . However, finding global optimal assignment at the time, it is to search assignment of the membership function such as providing maximum value. Then, much time is required depending on the form of the membership function, and a global maximum value is not necessarily obtained. Moreover, in changing assignment v i j of variables {x i j } w j=1 which are elements of S * , it is necessary to take into two or more membership functions simultaneously, because x i j may be scope of other constraints.
Consider the set {C k h } t h=1 ( C * ) of constraints which contain x ij in the scope. Where the combination of the membership functions µR k h (v S k h ) of C k h is a function of the assignment v S k h of scope S k h . However, we assume that the assignment of the only variable x i j in the elements of scope S k h will change, the membership value is determining uniquely by v i j , as follows.
It is very hard to figure out the shape of new membership function which is formed by the fuzzy AN D of any membership function. However, only the assignment v ij that takes maximum value max(µR k h (v i j )) is required, we don't need to analyze the all of shape of membership function. The maximum value of each continuous function f over the closed
• lower bounds or upper bounds of domain of v ij , • local maximum values of each membership function which correspond the constraint, • the intersection points of certain two membership functions. Spread-Repair algorithm search in these candidates for a future assignment (Fig.4) . 
V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
We have tested effectiveness of HDFCSP and Spread-Repair Algorithm. The graph vertex coloring problem is often used in description of a CSP. The problem is defined that a pair of neighboring vertices must be given different colors. Kanada [4] describes a fuzzy graph vertex coloring problem as an example of FCSP. The domain of variablse is a set of 4 colors, the constraint is defined as preference between colors, and the satisfaction degree is given as a fuzzy matrix. In this section, we provide a new experimental problem to experiment hybrid domains.
An experimental problem is a type of a graph vertex coloring problem. In representing a color space as a continuous domain, to simplify the problem, we use grayscale between black(0) and white(1), and we prepare a membership function that corresponds to the difference of colors.
We solve the problem using Spread-Repair algorithm(SR), simple hill-climb with sampling(Spl), and hill-climb with Spreading method(Sp+S). Each method solves the problems with same parameters and initial values.
A. Graph Vertex Coloring Problem
Generally, combinatorial problems have the range where the difficulty of problem dynamic changes in its qualitative properties when certain parameters pass through particular values [7] . In order to consider about it, we experiment with changing the ratio of number of vertices and edges. The graph is generated at random and the domain of variables is also random and makes both a continuous domain and a discrete domain intermingled.
The comparison of quality of a obtained solution are shown in Fig.5 . There are distribution of satisfaction degree C min and average of satisfaction degree C ave .
The difference in each graph denotes a ratio between the number of the vertices and edges, there are 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%. We set the sampling rate to 2 −10 , that shows it becomes a near value of computation time(actual measurement) of SR, Spl and Sp+S. In all results, the quality of a solution (C min and C ave ) of SR is higher than Spl. Additionally, Sp+S is higher than Spl. These results show the following, the describe spreading method has an effectiveness of breakout of local optimal. A difference between SR and Sp+S is not seen so much. This shows theoretically equivalence of SR and sampling method with infinity fineness.
The following is result of application of "fuzzy graph vertex coloring problem" to the map of the mainland of USA. In this experiment, we construct the network in the map of USA by the same setup as the above experiment, and it formulized as HDFCSP. Each value of the area is initialized at random. Fig.6 shows the optimized map using Spread-Repair algorithm. The satisfaction degree C min of Fig.6 is about 0.26, and average of each initial value also showed the about same value. The satisfaction degree of the theoretical optimal solution is 1/3 (4 colors 0, 1/3, 2/3 and 1), although it is less than the optimal value, the degree of approximation of about 79% is attained. Additionally, average of C ave is about 0.58, it shows that the overall improvement is also done.
B. Computation Time with Sampling
We experiment to compare SR and DS+S in the average of time until algorithm stops. If you might sample domains with the high precision, combination-explosion occurs and calculation time increases exponentially. Whereas in SR, calculation time is unrelated to sampling rate. By the result of this experiment, in rough sampling than about 2 −10 , the calculation time of SR>Sp+S, and vice versa(except, if the sampling is too rough, the quality of a solution of SR is above Spl also in same calculation time). The accuracy of Spread-Repair is 2 −52 by simple arithmetic(in this experiment, we use a doubleprecision floating-point number). If you might want sampling with this rate, astronomical calculation time is required.
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we proposed HDFCSP which is fuzzy CSP having continuous domains, and Spread-Repair algorithm. By the experimental results, in optimizing violate of constraints, a quality of solutions obtained by Spread-Repair algorithm is higher than hill climb with sampling, in both of C min and C ave . Especially at calculation time, it was shown that Spread-Repair is efficient in comparison to the method with accurate rate sampling. We got the conclusion as follows, in the experiment in this paper, if about 2 −10 or more accuracy is required, we should use Spread-Repair algorithm, and failing that, it is better to use the hill climb with sampling and spreading.
